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1 Introduction
Globally, parks and protected lands (PPL) receive about 8 billion visits annually
(Center for Responsible Travel, 2016). The United Nations Environment
Programme predicts that ecotourism, nature, heritage, cultural and “soft adventure”
tourism will grow rapidly over the next two decades, with global spending on
ecotourism expected to increase at a higher rate than the tourism industry as a whole
(United Nations Environment Programme, 2011). Therefore, it is increasingly
important that PPLs are managed for both the enjoyment of visitors and the
protection of natural resources. These sometimes antithetical objectives require
managers to strike a balance between visitor impacts and visitor experiences. In this
chapter, PPL refers to any natural area that supports recreational tourism on
publicly managed land.
Reserving overnight space or access within PPLs helps improve visitor experiences within these natural settings. PPL reservation systems across the globe collect
transactional data for reservations at campsites and day-use facilities, as well as
permits for the use of trails and backcountry areas. This record of visitation contains
information about both destination usage (from the supply side) and visitor behavior (the demand population) (Supak, Brothers, Bohnenstiehl, & Devine, 2015).
Geospatial analysis and geovisualizations produced from these data can be used
to promote PPL usage and facilitate sustainable visitor experiences; however, PPL
reservation databases are rarely leveraged with these goals in mind (Supak et al.,
2015).
At the end of the 1990s, the tourism literature started to acknowledge the benefits
of using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to conduct geospatial analytics and
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create geovisualizations for knowledge generation and decision support related to
tourism planning and management (Bahaire & Elliott-White, 1999; McAdam,
1999). At the time, utilization of GIS was rare and awareness of the utility among
tourism stakeholders was small. Since then, there has been progress in the use of
geospatial analytics to support PPL planning and management, much of which has
focused on visitor movement and flow monitoring within PPLs. For example, some
studies have utilized GPS visitor tracking to investigate trail impacts (e.g., Beeco,
Hallo, English, & Giumetti, 2013), identify spatial demand and competition for the
use of acreage within PPLs (e.g., Beeco, Hallo, & Brownlee, 2014), issue visitor
advisories (e.g., Chhetri, 2015), and make location-specific recommendations to
improve visitor activity experiences (e.g., Wolf, Wohlfart, Brown, & Lasa, 2015).
Others have utilized agent-based simulation to better plan for the development of
tourist infrastructure such as paths, buildings and viewing platforms (e.g.,
O’Connor, Zerger, & Itami, 2005) or to explore the influence of alternative management options on recreationist movement, congestion, and crowding (e.g.,
Bishop & Gimblett, 2000).
Tourism and geography researchers have embraced the geospatial nature of PPL
visitation. Studies that model determinants of park visits implicate park services,
environmental characteristics like topography, climate, proximity to lakes and
rivers, and attractive biomes as well as proximity to attractions and amenities
(Hanink & White, 1999; Loomis, 2004; Neuvonen, Pouta, Puustinen, & Sievanen,
2010; Van Berkel, Munroe, & Gallemore, 2014). PPL characteristics as well as the
quality of those characteristics have been linked to visitation frequency, with parks
assessed as “higher-quality” receiving more visitors from a larger geospatial area
than parks deemed “poorer-quality” (Hanink & Stutts, 2002; Hanink & White,
1999). In addition to considering PPL characteristics, visitors must balance the
inherent trade-off between the investment of time, money or effort to achieve travel
and the time they can spend at the destination (Mckercher & Lew, 2003; Neuvonen
et al., 2010). Despite the rich amount of geospatial data collected through reservation transactions (e.g., visitor addresses, destination locations) and the clear influence of geospatial factors on visitation, these data remain largely unexplored.
Within the United States and world-wide, government agencies that manage
PPLs can benefit from geospatial analytics of reservation data. Data collected from
reservation systems are unlike data collected for traditional scientific inquiry, where
collection takes place with specific questions in mind (Miller & Han, 2009).
Although these records may not meet the conditions necessary for some types of
statistical modeling (e.g., normality or independence), an inductive data mining
approach can lead to the discovery of new and unexpected patterns, trends and
relationships (Miller & Han, 2009). Geovisualization of these data sets can be a
powerful strategy for initial knowledge discovery because the human brain is
extremely effective in recognizing patterns, trends and anomalies. Geovisualizations displaying temporally aggregated and spatially summarized reservation
data can be used to support decisions related to management objectives. For
example, geovisualizations showing visitor attributes that have been summarized
by PPL facility can help managers increase knowledge about the usage of a specific
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facility or group of facilities within a destination region. Examination of the same
attributes, summarized and geovisualized by visitor origin can identify which
communities are regular users of PPLs, as well as those communities that have
historically underutilized recreational opportunities at PPLs. Insight into PPL
visitor patterns of demand can help manage, improve and promote visitor experiences for different segments of the population.
Despite the apparent utility of geovisualizing reservation data to address specific
PPL challenges, most of these data sets have yet to be leveraged. This is primarily
because many organizations find implementing geospatial analytics and
geovisualization challenging. The majority of GIS software applications necessary
for creating geovisualizations are generic, complicated, and/or expensive; however,
a trend is emerging related to the development of innovative and often collaborative, customized web-based mapping applications for creating and sharing geographic information (Haklay, Singleton, & Parker, 2008). Targeted web-mapping
applications reduce the complexity and expense associated with investigating
tourism reservation data (S. K. Supak, Devine, Brothers, Rozier Rich, & Shen,
2014); however, the only demonstration of a web-mapping application targeted for
exploring reservation data is limited to geovisualizing the spatial frequency of
visitor origins and it does not help users assess the quality of their data, preprocess
their data, generate new attributes (e.g., lead-time or distances traveled), or query
specific date ranges, destinations or visitor origins. More comprehensive
web-mapping applications are necessary to make geospatial investigation of reservation attributes accessible to interested PPL managers, who may have no data
management and GIS training. Until these applications are developed, individuals
with data management and GIS skills are likely necessary to help PPL managers get
the most out of their reservation data.
This chapter describes the value in utilizing spatiotemporal records of PPL
visitation from both the facility and visitor origin perspectives. Section 2 of this
chapter examines the nature of reservation data, lessons from private sector tourism, as well as the preprocessing, enrichment, and data mining processes. Further,
Sect. 2 describes how Federal and local agencies tasked with tourism and resource
management can utilize information generated from geographic data mining to
geovisualize both PPL demand populations and destination usage. Section 3 introduces an example PPL reservation data set that includes approximately 12.5 million
camping, permitting or ticketing reservations made for U.S. Federal PPL facilities
during the years 2007–2015, the majority of which are for overnight stays. Section 4
demonstrates specific management decision support knowledge that can be gained
through geospatial analytics of U.S. Federal PPL reservation data. Section 5 discusses the future uses of mined and enriched U.S. Federal PPL reservation data.
Section 6 presents a brief review of how geospatial analytics of PPL reservation
data can be useful in decision support.
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2 Working with PPL Reservation Data Sets
Reservation data in their raw form are not entirely informative and often have
accuracy issues that need to be resolved before they are useful for spatiotemporal
interpretation by managers. PPL reservation data will at a minimum include
destination details, visitor details, order dates, start dates, end dates and administrative information (e.g., fees paid). However, depending on setup of the reservation
system, different levels of organization and data quality may exist. Destination
information could simply be the name of the reserved facility or it could include
details about the facility type and location. In terms of visitor details, names,
addresses, party sizes, and credit card information is typically collected and stored,
but several of these attributes may not be available for analysis due visitor privacy
laws. When full visitor origin addresses are unavailable, typically visitor zip codes
are still available for analysis.
The level of geospatial precision recorded in a PPL reservation system may vary
for both visitor origins and destinations. At the highest level of geospatial precision,
a reservation system would record exact geographic coordinates for PPLs and full
home addresses for visitors, which can be converted to exact geographic coordinates through a process called geocoding. If a reservation system lacks these
highest levels of precision, it still will likely contain origin and/or destination
location information in the form of geographic identifiers such as State, Province,
Territories, County, or zip code. Any of these geographic identifiers can be used to
geospatially locate reservations by visitor or by destination. Lack of a ‘geospatial
strategy’ in record keeping may result in the complete absence of geographic
identifiers. If geographic identifiers of visitor origin are not collected within the
reservation system, exploration of geospatial demand will not be possible; however,
the absence of destination geographic identifiers can be overcome through certain
data enrichment processes described later in this chapter.

2.1

Lessons from Private Sector Tourism

Traditional application of geospatial analytics for strategic planning in tourism
have been limited to corporate efforts (corporate hotel chains, attractions, and
resort destinations) and resource supply-chain flows rather than destinations
(Chen, 2007). However, increased use of Internet reservation sites has produced
large amounts of empirical data that potentially offer rich insight into tourism
behavior (Crnojevac, Gugić, & Karlovčan, 2010). These transactional records are
increasingly being used to generate performance metrics. Currently, practitioners in
the travel and tourism industry are gaining a better understanding of visitors
through the examination of booking rates, stay duration, number in the party and
visitor spending.
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While some large tourism companies do their data collection and analytics
in-house, other companies, destination marketing organizations and tourism agencies contract with Data-services companies. For example, a state office of tourism
can purchase a summary of transactions made within thier state from credit cards
with billing addresses outside the state. Using the longitudinal data summaries from
the transactions, the tourism managers can identify peak visitation periods, determine origin shares within their destination and relative return on marketing efforts
for selected origin markets. These data also can be utilized to identify higherspending visitors and off-season vacancy gaps to fine tune messaging content and
timing as well as break into new markets (Lansky, 2016). Knowledge derived from
demand population analytics is rapidly replacing the previously relied upon
national trend data.
Data-services companies are increasingly providing tourism practitioners with
the resources necessary for meaningful spatiotemporal interpretation of visitor data
in an effort to create fully data-driven marketing campaigns. These companies are
providing destination specific data which include top feeder markets, lengths of
stays (duration), booking to arrival time (lead-time), average visitors per booking,
search to booking time, visitor spending (from aggregate summaries of credit card
transactional information for visitors to their destination) and digital exposure (e.g.,
media they see before arriving, click through rates of various marketing campaigns)
(Lansky, 2016). Many of these companies also break down spending by lifestyle
profile. Various data-services companies (e.g., adara.com, airsage.com, buxtonco.
com) utilize a mix of Online Travel Agencies, first-party partners, mobile phone
data, cookies, and credit card data to deliver their products (Lansky, 2016). As a
result, the most comprehensive data-driven support may involve contracting with
multiple data service companies.
Methods for gaining knowledge through geospatial analytics and geovisualization of travel reservation data are well established, as the private sector has
demonstrated, but these methods are rarely employed for PPL decision support.
Without the data that data service companies provide, PPL managers can use
in-house collected historical reservation data to identify many of the same destination specific attributes including top feeder markets, lengths of stays (duration),
booking to arrival time (lead-time), and average visitors per booking. While
corporate decisions aim to increase revenue, these same attributes also can be
used to gain knowledge about destination usage as well as geospatial visitor
demand, behavior and characteristics. If PPL managers desire this type of knowledge, the raw spatiotemporal reservation data must first be preprocessed, enriched,
selected and reduced.

2.2

Preprocessing and Enriching PPL Reservation Data

While geospatial attributes available for analysis are determined by the setup of the
reservation system, incomplete values within the records due to human error can
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present significant data preparation challenges. Common omissions and domain
violations in PPL reservation databases could include visitor zip codes not being
entered at all or entered incorrectly (e.g., anything other than a five- or nine-digit
number). Non-numeric or incomplete transactional records therefore often need to
be preprocessed as the first step toward producing new information. Data
preprocessing involves “cleaning” data to eliminate duplicate records and determining strategies for handling missing data fields and domain violations (Miller &
Han, 2009). For example, nine-digits zip codes may need to be reduced to five-digit
zip codes. Data preprocessing can be conducted using a scripting language such as
python, which is free, but requires coding ability. Alternatively, there are more
user-friendly Graphical User Interface options that are open source (e.g.,
openrefine.org [formerly Google Refine]) or open source with premium support
subscriptions (e.g., datacleaner.org). After preprocessing, data enrichment can
provide opportunity for richer geospatial analytics. Avenues for data enrichment
are detailed in the following three sections.
Generating new meaningful attributes from attributes that exist within the data is
a critical step in extracting information and eventually knowledge from reservation
data. The following attributes should be created when possible:
Origin-destination location pairs
• The great circle distance traveled between the visitor and the destination
• The least cost road network travel distance for visitor-origin pairs, when the
visitor was likely to travel by motor vehicle (e.g., under 300 great circle miles)
• Total number of alternative PPLs that were closer to the visitor’s origin than the
reserved PPL
• The number of alternative PPLs within a set travel distance (e.g., 50 miles) of the
reserved PPL
The date fields:
• The lead-time: number of days between order date and start date
• The duration: end date—start date
• The person-nights: the number of people participating in the reservation multiplied by the duration. This is a measure of the cumulative human occupancy and
subsequent cumulative impact to the natural setting
Customer IDs (when available)
• Number of stays in the last year by customer ID
• Total number of nights stayed by customer ID
Destination Clusters (neighborhood groupings of PPL facilities)
• Number of unique facilities in each cluster
• Number of unique agencies in each cluster
• Total number of reservations for each cluster
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Enrichment from Visitor Origin Geography

A 10-year study of outdoor recreation visitor behavior in California shows that
visitors’ “recreation style,” defined as gender, age, ethnicity, spoken language,
social status, and socioeconomic status influences recreation choice, and attitudes
of visitors toward natural resources (Chavez, 2001). Predicting tourist behavior in
order to provide better services and protect natural resources through understanding
“recreation style” is a fundamental key to successful management actions (Manning, 2014). When visitor origins are available, external secondary data that
includes “recreational style” attributes can be joined to each reservation record
based on the origin location. The joining of relevant geodemographic data, which
estimate the most probable characteristics of people based on the pooled profile of
all people living within the area, can be valuable for decision support. When aiming
to identify underserved communities, specific attributes such as median age,
median home value, median income, and percent of population over 25 years
with a bachelor’s degree can help explore socioeconomic disparities. Further,
these attributes along with observed visitation numbers could be used to model or
predict tourist behavior.
“Recreation style” attributes typically are available at some level of geospatial
aggregation (e.g., census tract, zip code, county, state, etc.). Secondary geospatial
data is increasingly freely available, which can potentially benefit PPL managers
that often have budgetary constraints. In the U.S., demographic characteristics
describing the residents of a particular area can be obtained for free from the
U.S. Census (http://factfinder.census.gov/). Other population characteristics that
may help enrich the data such as consumer spending on travel in the U.S. can be
found at the Bureau of Labor Statistics (http://www.bls.gov/data/). Proprietary
services such as ESRI’s business analyst online (http://www.esri.com/software/
businessanalyst/) provide thousands of variables helpful in producing locationdriven market insights that may also help PPL managers better understand their
demand populations. If the visitor origin and the order date are both considered,
location specific historical data also can be joined to the reservation data set (e.g.,
gas prices, weather, or terror threat index).
The locational precision of visitor origin in the reservation data set will dictate
the resolution of the secondary attribute data that can be joined. For example, if full
U.S. addresses for visitors are available, the geocoded points representing visitor
origins would need to be spatially joined to the census tracts in which it falls,
because that is the smallest discretization of space employed by the U.S. census
bureau. If visitor origin data is collected only at the zip code level, it should only be
joined to other zip code level data or data that has a coarser spatial resolution such
as a county or state. Joining zip code level visitor origins to census track level
attributes would not be appropriate. It should be mentioned that associating demographic characteristics to populations within zip codes is not without weakness. See
Miller (2008) for a detailed discussion of the benefits and limitations of using zip
codes and census block groups for demographic proxies.
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Enrichment of PPL Destinations Attributes

External secondary data can also enrich a reservation data set to enhance what is
known about each specific PPL facility. This can be accomplished in a few ways.
First, demographic data previously utilized in the context of visitor origins or other
external data (e.g., historic weather data, remoteness index, etc.) can be joined to
specific PPL’s based on PPL location, as these attributes might influence reservation choice. Second, attributes describing the amenities or activities offered at a
specific PPL facility could be joined to the reservation data, if that data exists
electronically in a separate database. Another method for obtaining amenity or
activity attributes is through the collection of the content that PPL’s advertise on the
web. For example, the recreation.gov website is a reservation management system
that advertises public-resources for tourism, provides location information for
campsites, ticketing and permits, describes the amenities available at these destinations, and provides an overview of destination facilities. This amenity data, when
available, can be joined to reservation data either geographically or through common identification codes. Importantly, advertised location data found on web pages
can be used to create or quality control PPL facility locations stored in reservation
systems or supporting databases.
Automated collection of amenity data is possible using web scraping and web
crawling techniques. Web scraping uses an algorithm to access and parse content of
a website through an automated process which methodically browses a webpage
through the website’s url links (Olston & Najork, 2010; Thelwall & Stuart, 2006).
The consistent structure of website content and organized hierarchies of web pages
allows for this systematic information retrieval (Hirschey, 2014). Using such techniques makes it possible to collect large amounts of web content relevant to
evaluation of PPL tourism (e.g., amenity details offered by specific campsites).
Implementation of scraping and crawling has become increasingly easy through
specialized software. Freely available software (e.g., Kimono, import.io) automatically detect data structure and enable bulk download of website content
depending on the web page design. Moreover, scraping software provides a recording interface where the user’s actions (e.g., search, page navigation) can be mimicked for complex web searches. While highly user-friendly, such software can be
less effective when websites are dynamic (e.g., pop-ups, advertising) or poorly
structured. In these cases, coding may be required. High-level programming languages such as Python, Perl and R offer different general and specialized packages
that can read and parse text or unicode data for these cases.

2.3

Data Reduction & Geographic Data Mining

Cleaned and enriched reservation attributes are ready to be distilled through data
mining practices, so that they may be interpreted within the existing contextual
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understanding (Miller & Han, 2009). Geographic information is commonly broken
into the components of space, time and attribute (Chrisman, 2001). In order to
measure one component (time, space, or attribute), one of the other components has
to be fixed while the third serves as a control. In classic 2D geovisualizations, time
is fixed, space is controlled and attributes are measured. Time is fixed by choosing a
specific moment to capture or by aggregating the attribute of interest over some
temporal subset of the data. Temporal subsets could be a single day, month, season,
or year or the entire time frame over which the data were collected. Selecting
temporal periods for aggregation can influence the knowledge discovery process,
especially if there are large changes in the attributes over the temporal expanse of a
data set. Therefore, management objectives should be considered prior to temporal
data subsetting. For example, subsetting the data temporally (e.g., year, season or
month) can help identify longitudinal or seasonal changes in visitor behavior. PPL
bookings are likely to include temporal trends, such as peaks around holidays,
seasonal attractions (e.g., autumn colors of temperate deciduous forests) and ‘good’
weather that indicate peak tourism demand. Space is then used to control measurement of the attribute for the fixed time frame. PPL reservation data includes
spatially explicit origins and destinations, therefore either of these spatial identities
could be utilized to control attribute measurement. To measure attributes, an
appropriate summarization technique needs to be selected. Standard techniques
include reporting for each spatial unit: the count of observations (e.g., total reservation count), the sum of observations (e.g., total number of person-nights) or a
descriptive statistics such as median or quantile value (e.g., median distance
traveled).
Space, time and attribute decisions for geovisualizations greatly influence what
information is communicated. If U.S. zip codes are the most precise geospatial
visitor identifier, zip code boundaries that have been drawn to discretize the
U.S. will control how the attributes are summarized over chosen time periods. If
U.S. counties are the most precise geospatial visitor identifier, county boundaries
should be used. If attributes are aggregated or fixed over 1-month time frames, an
animation of the individual 1-month geovisualization snapshots could show change
over time. Alternatively, including a third dimension in the geovisualization would
allow for the temporal aspect of the attributes to be shown; however, depending on
the number of records, temporal aggregation may still be necessary, since it is not
always possible or useful to render individual tourist activity (Gahegan, 2009).
Once space is controlled and time fixed, various attributes can be measured for the
entire data set or for a subset of the data. Subsetting the data by some attribute (e.g.,
visitor origin, PPL facility, PPL facility cluster, lead-time, duration, number in
party) can be useful in investigating usage and demand. For example, subsetting the
data for a specific PPL facilities or cluster of proximal facilities allows for more
precise examination of the geographic dispersion of visitor demand, travel behavior
and visitor characteristics for these facilities. Subsetting the data by some property
of the PPLs, such as management agency, or specific site type may also provide
insight into visitor preference or usage. Regardless of the geovisualization technique employed, distilling data for decision support relies on choosing appropriate
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time frames to aggregate over, spatial units to control the measurements, and
summarization of attributes of interest.

2.4

Utilizing Information Generated from Geographic Data
Mining

Data created during the data reduction and geographic data mining process can be
stored in a data warehouse, which in contrast to traditional transactional database
design should maximize the efficiency of analytical data processing and data
examination to support decision making (Miller & Han, 2009). Geographic data
warehouses are increasingly necessary for the exchange of information through
web-mapping services and location-based mobile applications. A good geographic
data warehouse should support online analytical processing tools that provided
multidimensional summary views of the data. Further, these warehouses can support data cubes, a powerful and commonly applied online analytical processing tool
that creates a set of all possible aggregations based on a particular attribute (e.g.,
person-nights) and some dimension of interest (e.g., PPL destination or month).
These aggregations can be over the zero dimension (e.g., total person-nights), one
dimension (e.g., total person-nights by PPL destination or total person-nights by
month), two dimensions (e.g., total person-nights by PPL destination and month),
continuing on the Nth dimension.
If the infrastructure for data warehousing is not available, the tabular outputs of
specific data reduction and mining efforts can be loaded directly into a GIS. If the
controlling spatial identifier is descriptive (e.g., zip code, county) and does not
contain a coordinate set, data containing the same descriptive attributes as geometric objects (e.g., zip code centroid points) are needed for a tabular join. Some
geometric object data is freely available from ESRI (ArcGIS Zip Code Layers,
2016). If coordinates can be associated with the reservation data set, most GIS
applications can easily allow for the creation of data layers from coordinates.
Regardless of the technique utilized to spatially enable the data, the resulting data
layers are typically stored as thematic layers where the geospatial location (i.e. zip
code centroid point or zip code polygon) is associated with the summarized
attribute information (numeric or string type) for use in a GIS (Gomez, Haesevoets,
Kuijpers, & Vaisman, 2009).
Geospatial analysis and geovisualization of PLL reservation data requires strategies for describing visitation trends and tourist behavior that match the needs of
administrators. Numerous techniques are available for spatiotemporal data exploration and below we outline several basic, but effective techniques that are viable
for PPL management needs. While new sophisticated 3D geovisualization techniques that present the spatial and temporal movements of tourist (Zhao, Forer, Sun,
& Simmons, 2013) have been developed, these type of geovisualizations are most
appropriate when tracking a visitors movement within a destination. While
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reservations capture a single tourist’s movement from their home to the destination,
these paths are usually not complicated, and may not be worth showing.
Basic geovisualizations that presents attribute measurements summarized by
PPL facility should display these attributes as points. While basic geovisualizations
that presents attribute measurements summarized by visitor origin are most effectively presented as a choropleth map (also called a thematic map) that discretizes
the entire area of interest into distinct spatial units (e.g., zip codes). Choropleth
maps assign a uniform color or pattern representing a single attribute’s value to
each spatial unit. The human eye can easily distinguish hot spots and cold spots, so
variability in attribute values across geographic regions as well as the level of
variability within a region can be easily determined using this technique. When
working with U.S. zip codes, a complication arises due to the fact that there are
~40,000 zip codes and zip code centroids, while there are only ~30,000 tabulated
zip code areas or polygons. This discrepancy results from the fact that ~10,000
U.S. zip codes have no geospatial footprint because they are post offices or singlesite zip codes (e.g., government buildings, universities). To ensure minimal data
omission, reservation attributes should be summarized by visitor origin and first
joined to zip code centroid coordinates. Then using a GIS, any zip code centroids
that falls within a zip code tabulated area can be spatially joined to that area.
Through the spatial join process, attributes can be counted, summed or averaged
within the tabulated zip code areas.

2.5

Geovisualization for Pattern Interpretation of PPL
Demand Populations

In the tourism industry, there are well established benefits associated with
geospatial analysis of the relationships of various internal and external data sets
for the purposes of better market area understanding and customer profiling (Bell &
Zabriskie, 1978; Elliott-White & Finn, 1997; Miller, 2008). Since visitation to PPL
destinations can be characterized by highly localized utilization, both local and
regional utilization and regionally to nationally dispersed utilization with few local
residents reserving overnight accommodations (Supak et al., 2015), identifying
origin market dispersion is important to characterizing demand populations. Market
area definition and subsequent customer profiling of demand populations cannot be
accomplished by simply defining distance rings or drive time polygons with respect
for each PPL, but rather they should include techniques which account for the
geographic dispersion of customers. Examining these dispersions over different
fixed time frames allows for investigation of change in demand over time. Alternatively, all records in the enriched data set can be aggregated to identify long-term
usage trends for the demand population.
Private sector tourism managers can now pay data services companies to provide
historic visitor details including origin markets and other destination specific
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characteristics for characterizing demand populations. The cost of these services
could be prohibitive for PPL managers. Fortunately, much of the data assembled by
these companies can also be harvested from an enriched PPL data set (e.g., top
feeder markets, lengths of stays, booking to arrival time, average visitors per
booking). Geovisualizing the top feeder markets is one way to examine the demand
population as well as identify underrepresented communities. Identifying underrepresented communities through market definition is desirable for PPL managers
who aim to help engage and create our next generation of PPL visitors, supporters
and advocates. For example, the Every Kid in a Park initiative in the U.S. provides
an opportunity for every 4th grade student and their family to experience federal
public lands in person throughout the 2015–2016 school year. Identifying the
underrepresented counties, states and regions through geospatial analytics and
geovisualization can help meet the goals of this initiative.
In addition to identifying locations of underserved communities, residents of
these locations can be profiled to identify socioeconomic or geographic challenges
that might prevent them from accessing public lands for recreational tourism.
Tourism marketing has long tracked their customers’ characteristics based on
their geographic location for the purposes of understanding travel behavior (Miller,
2008; Supak et al., 2014). If visitor demographic and socioeconomic enrichment
has occurred, these characteristics can be examined for specific communities as a
crude geospatial market profiling technique. There are many examples of more
sophisticated market segmentation modeling techniques employed to improve
destination marketing such as clustering methods, mixture models, mixture regression models, mixture unfolding models, profiling segments, and dynamic segmentation (Wedel & Kamakura, 2000); however, simple geovisualizations can
accomplish a less formal market segmentation analysis (Supak et al., 2015).
For PPLs within large management systems, reservation data can be leveraged to
explore and characterize the demand populations for individual PPL facilities,
clusters of proximal PPL facilities or at the whole system level. An effective way
to allow managers to geovisualize an individual PPL’s demand population would be
to create a data warehouse, geospatial data cube and corresponding web-map, so
that all reservations for a particular PPL could be queried and demand population
characteristics summarized by visitor origin over some spatial unit. Data cubes
would need to contain aggregate data across desired dimensions, either produced in
advance or on the fly, including standard attribute summaries as well as pointers to
geospatial objects (Gray et al., 1997; Miller & Han, 2009).

2.6

Geovisualization for Pattern Interpretation of PPL
Destinations

Management strategies for effectively balancing visitor impacts and visitor experiences should include knowledge about the spatiotemporal variations of demand
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population characteristics as well as PPL usage characteristics. When an enriched
PPL data set is summarized by PPL facility rather than by visitor origin, geospatial
usage patterns of competing use can be explored. Geovisualizations showing
aggregated longitudinal destination usage attributes (e.g., person-nights) can provide information to help support management objectives, such as modifying the
distribution of visitor impact among facilities within a region. This type of evaluation can be particularly useful when managers want to assess human impact within
a region in support of sustainable development and resource allocation decisions.
Examining the geospatial relationships of multiple PPL attributes (e.g., total reservation count, lead-time, distances traveled, and duration) for multiple facilities
within a specific region can help managers profile the region of facilities as a
whole. With this knowledge, availability within the reservation system could be
altered, allowing fewer visitors to reserve over-utilized PPLs in favor of neighboring alternative underutilized PPLs. Further, geovisualizations exploring travel
distances by PPL can identify PPLs whose demand population is highly localized,
both local and regional, or regional to national. If travel distances are small for a
specific PPL facility or group of facilities, knowledge of this local utilization can be
used for outreach purposes and for improving environmental stewardship.

3 U.S. Federally Managed PPL Reservation Data Set
Example
To illustrate the benefits that can come for data analytics, and specifically geospatial
data analytics, of outdoor recreation reservation data, we examine 12,473,816
reservation records made at 3272 unique U.S. federally managed PPL facilities.
The National Recreation Reservation Service (NRRS) maintains a database that
collects reservations open-endedly as part of the U.S. Government’s Recreation
One-Stop Program. Through collaboration with NCSU researchers, the Recreation
One-Stop Program management team has made this historic reservation data set
publicly accessible (http://ridb.recreation.gov/). Reservations recorded in this database include those for camping, permitting, or ticketing within PPLs that are
managed by seven different U.S. federal partner agencies (e.g., National Park
Service, Bureau of Land Management, and Forest Service). These reservations
encompass both those made ahead of time by prospective visitors and those made
by PPL staff at destinations when visitors arrive without reservations (personal
communication DeLappe, 2016). Further, not all PPL recreation destinations managed by the federal government are included in the database; some are truly off the
grid and have no Internet access. For these PPLs, some allow reservations through
recreation.gov, while others do not.
The preprocessing of these data was accomplished with a python script (Python,
2016) that replaced special characters, stripped nine-digit zip codes down to
five-digits, added place-holder end dates where none existed, and replaced
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empty field values with NaNs. This data set includes records for order dates that
range from January 1, 2007 to December 30, 2015, with start dates that range from
January 15, 2007 to December 29, 2016. While no records were found to be missing
order date or start date values, end date values were missing from 300,804 records.
Further, 282,857 records have an order date after the start date. These two values
may be related, as many PPLs allow for payment after hours through a drop box and
these reservations are then entered into the system after the start date (personal
communication DeLappe, 2016). Another 2,563,418 reservation had the same order
and start date, many of which were likely booked by PPL employees when visitors
arrived at the destination without a reservation.
Figure 1 shows the percent of total reservation records (January 1, 2008–
December 31, 2015) that were ordered or started on each day of the year. Data
from 2007 was not included in this figure, as many reservations starting in 2007
were ordered in 2006. Order date spikes on the 15th of the month from December to
April correspond to Yosemite National Park releasing camping blocks on those
days (personal communication DeLappe, 2016). The general trend of the graph
shows increasing utilization from the beginning of March to mid July, with
decreasing utilization from mid July to the end of October. The U.S. Federal
holidays of Memorial Day, Independence Day and Labor Day (the last Monday
in May, July 4th, and the first Monday in September, respectively) each capture
almost 1 % of the total reservation start dates. The order date dip around the 4th of
July Holiday suggests recreation is occurring, keeping prospective visitors away
from the reservation system.
Of the 3272 unique facilities, only 31 offer ticketing (e.g., White House Easter
Egg Roll), which is likely not for overnight activities. Both overnight and day-use
permits are offered at 51 facilities. While ticketing and permitting reservations may
not necessarily include overnight stays, these reservations have not been removed
from the data set used for this analysis. Given that there are 3190 facilities (97.5 %)

Fig. 1 Percent of total reservations for U.S. Federal PPLs whose order or start date was between
January 1, 2008 and December 31, 2015 (n ¼ 12,072,092) binned by day of the year
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that provide overnight camping accommodations, it is fair to assume that most
reservations represent overnight stays. Of the seven agencies that provide these
services, five agencies offer more than two camping destinations and they include
the US Forest Service (2233 unique facility names), the US Army Corps of
Engineers (697 unique facility names), National Park Service (217 unique facility
names), Bureau of Land Management (28 unique facility names), and the Bureau of
Reclamation (11 unique facility names).
Fields provided in these historical data that pertain specifically to the destination
include facility name, facility, agency, site type, facility zip code and facility
coordinates. Of the unique facilities in the data set, many were missing zip code
values, but only five were missing coordinates or had discord in coordinate values
across the records. These facilities were manually searched and coordinates
replaced for 7403 records associated with these five facilities. This led to 100 %
geolocation of the facilities; however, inaccurate coordinates may exist within the
PPL database. It should also be noted that these facility geolocations are far more
precise than previously published facility locations from the same reservation
system (Supak et al., 2015), as these geolocations were previously based on facility
zip code centroids and not facility coordinates. This increased precision in PPL
location allows for examination and comparison of specific facility attributes (e.g.,
total reservation count, median lead-time, median visitor travel distance) within a
geospatial neighborhood, which was previously not possible.
For the demand population, approximately 98 % of reservations included a fivedigit zip code of visitor origin. Visitor zip codes were geolocated by joining each
record’s visitor zip code to the known latitude and longitudes of the zip code
centroid. To ensure the highest percentage of geolocation of visitors, a commercial
zip code database was used (http://www.zip-codes.com/zip-code-database.asp),
which contained 40,145 zip code coordinates. A tubular join of these data led to
96 % of the reservations being successfully geolocated for visitor origin. With both
destinations and visitor origins geolocated, enrichment from attributes within the
data set commenced. Using the origin/destination location pairs the great circle
travel distance between the visitor and the destination were calculated.
In order to better understand the spatio-temporal relationship between distances
traveled and seasonality, Figure 2 presents a graph of the distances visitors are
willing to travel based on the start date of the reservation. Quantiles show the
distribution of travel distances for all records on a particular day. The overall trend
of the graph shows that for all start dates, 50 % of the reservations are made for
parties traveling less than 200 km for the experience, with virtually no weekend,
seasonal or holiday effects. Examining the 75 % quantile shows start dates between
April 1 and November 15 have little variability in the distances traveled (between
200 km and 400 km), with a small weekend effects becoming visible. For start dates
between mid November and the end of March, 25 % of the reservations (still the
75 % quantile) were for parties that traveled more than 1000 km, with a less regular
weekend effect than the rest of the year. This indicates parties are more willing to
travel farther distances for recreational tourism in the winter than in other seasons,
perhaps for winter specific activities such as back county skiing. When examining
the 90 % quantile, the weekend travel distance signal and winter seasonal effect
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Fig. 2 Great circle distance traveled between visitors and U.S. Federally managed PPL’s with
start dates between January 1, 2008 and December 31, 2015 (n ¼ 12,072,092) binned by day of the
year

become more pronounced. Further at the 90 % quantile, distances traveled drop for
Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day and Thanksgiving holidays start
dates.
Further enrichment from attributes within the data set produced the attributes of
lead-time, duration of stay, and person-nights (a measure of cumulative nights of
human occupancy). Enrichment from visitor origin geography and PPL name are
not presented in this chapter, but will be considered in future analysis. The leadtime attribute is explored to uncover national trends in temporal reservation making. Figure 3 shows lead-time quantiles for the reservations based on start date. The
overall trend of the graph shows that lead-time generally increases in the summer
months and for most start dates, 50 % of the reservations are made less than a week
prior to the start date. The spikes in the lead-times across all quantiles for the
U.S. Federal holidays of Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day and
Thanksgiving (fourth Thursday of November) indicate visitors make travel plans
for these holidays far more in advance than for other times of the year. These
U.S. federal holidays, in addition to Christmas and New Years also are the only start
dates for which the 25 % quantile of lead-time is greater than zero. The spacing
between the quantile curves within the figure can be used to gauge temporal
changes in reservation booking rates. Uniform spacing indicates temporally steady
booking rates, while gaps or closures signify non-uniform booking rates. The
tighter the curves, the less lead-time variability observed. Notice the tightening of
the curve between the 90 % and 75 % quantiles in March. Of reservations made for
March start dates, 90 % are booked within 3 months of the start date. This indicates
that March visitations are planed less in advance than other months.
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Fig. 3 Lead-time between order date and start date for U.S. Federal PPL reservations with a start
dates between January 1, 2008 and December 31, 2015 (n ¼ 12,072,092) binned by day of the year

4 Geovisualizations for U.S. Federally Managed PPLs
The geovisualizations presented in this section examine national trends in the
9-year U.S. Federal PPL reservation data set, which include all records whose
origin-destination pairs could be geocoded (n ¼ 12,003,292). While these data
could be subset for a particular PPL or group of PPLs, season, or visitor origin
region, as described previously in this chapter, the complete data set is considered
for this demonstration of the value of geovisualization in PPL decisions support.
Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 present enriched reservation attributes that have been
summarized (controlled) by visitor origin zip code. These geovisualizations explore
the demand population including an index of national utilization, the median travel
lead-time in days, the median travel distance, and the distance difference between
the 25th and 75th distance quantiles, which helps describe the distance distribution
curve for each origin zip code. Figures 8 and 9 present enriched reservation
attributes that have been summarized (controlled) by PPL name. These geovisualizations explore the distribution of total reservation count across the U.S. and a
comparison of utilization attributes for distinct facilities located within the Ashley
National Forest.
All geovisualizations presented in this section were generated using ESRI’s
ArcGIS for Desktop10.3.1 (ArcGIS for Desktop, 2016); however, similar figures
could be produced with open source GIS applications (e.g., QGIS). The quantile
style classification methodology employed (Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7, 9) aims to put an
equal number of unique ZIP codes into each of five categories based on the
summarized attribute value. Figure 8 employs a natural breaks classification
method because the quantile method was not appropriate due to three reservation
count outliers identified in a univariate graph for total reservation count.
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In order to better understand national level utilization of federal recreational
opportunities, a national index of federal land utilization was generated using the
total sum of all person-nights for the 9-year data set (151,655,333). The index
simply normalizes the total sum of all reservations person-nights per zip code by
ESRI’s 2014 total zip code population estimate (Fig. 4). Another way to think about
this index is that it captures the cumulative nights of human occupancy and
subsequent cumulative impact to the natural setting. A zip code with a Federal
Land Utilization index of one would result if each person residing within the zip
code made exactly one reservation for one person for one night during the 9-year
period. However, it is likely that repeat visitations account for many of the
reservations. Without access to customer identification data, the percentage of
repeat visitation cannot be determined.
Figure 4 reveals that the south-central Midwest, much of the West coast and
pockets along the Appalachian Trail exhibit the highest utilization indices within
the contiguous U.S. This means that per capita, residents from these regions make
reservations on federal lands more often (red in Fig. 4) than those within other
regions. In general, Indiana, Ohio, Eastern New York, costal Carolinas, Louisiana
& Western Mississippi underutilize federal lands relative to the national population.
This decreased demand may be a function of the lack (or limited availability) of
federal PPLs in this region (Figs. 6 and 8); however, alternative reasons such as lack
of interest in visiting federal lands, propensity to stay on private or state land for
overnight stays, or general disinterest in outdoor recreation require further
examination.

Fig. 4 Federal land utilization index by visitor zip code derived from the total sum of personnights at U.S. federally managed destinations over 9-years (2007–2015) normalized by the
estimated 2014 total zip code populations
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Fig. 5 Median travel lead-time in days when booking U.S. federally managed destinations by
visitor zip code, 2007–2015

Next, the median lead-time is investigated (Fig. 5) as the summary statistic
rather than the average lead-time because the lead-time distribution for the NRRS
data set was not normally distributed. Locations where higher utilization is
observed in Fig. 4, largely correspond to locations with short median lead-times.
In particular, Arkansas and portions of the states immediately surrounding Arkansas have short median lead-times. Parts of New England and out West, specifically
Utah have longer median lead-times. Geovisualization of the 25th and 75th
quantiles for travel lead-time (not shown here) also display similar patterns.
Figure 6 presents the median great circle travel distance between visitors and
destinations by visitor origin. The median travel distance was selected as the
summary statistic rather than the average travel distance because the distance
distribution for the NRRS data set was not normally distributed. Visitor travel for
recreational tourism on federal PPLs east of the front range of the Rocky Mountains
is typified by low median travel distances for zip codes (medium to light blue in
Fig. 6) immediately surrounding the facilities. In many cases, a facility or group of
facilities become the bull’s-eye or locus at the center of concentric circles whose
median travel distance increases with increased distance from the facility (dark blue
to medium blue to green). This suggests that residents proximal to facilities are in
fact reserving local facilities for recreational tourism. Moreover, this pattern of
localized utilization is very similar to the utilization pattern shown in Fig. 4. Visitor
travel for recreational tourism on federal PPLs west of the front range of the Rocky
Mountains is typified by a less concentric bull’s-eye pattern, but there is still some
local utilization. Regions with few or no federally managed PPLs (e.g., Indiana),
not surprisingly have higher median travel distances. However, many PPLs are
surrounded by zip codes whose residents travel the farthest, such as in New
England, Florida, Southern New Mexico/West Texas, Michigan and Ohio.
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Fig. 6 Median origin–destination travel distance to U.S. federally managed destinations by visitor
zip code, 2007–2015

In order to further examine the origin-destination travel distance distribution
curve for each origin zip code, for which the median values were presented in
Fig. 6, the difference between the 25th travel distance quantile and the 75th travel
distance quantile is geovisualized in Fig. 7. If the difference is small for a specific
zip code, the origin-destination travel distance distribution curve will be a very tight
spike, indicating many visitors (the middle 50 % of visitors) travel relatively similar
distances from their origin to their reserved destination. If the difference is large,
the origin-destination travel distance distribution curve will be broad and flat,
indicating larger variability in the distance visitors are willing to travel to their
reserved destinations. The distance differences values measure the range over
which visitors from the same origin zip code are wiling to travel, which indicates
similarity or dissimilarity in destination preference. For example, if a region is dark
blue in both Figs. 6 and 7, then residents of that region make reservations that are
highly localized with little variability in the distance visitors are willing to travel to
their reserved destination. If a region is light blue in Fig. 6 and red in Fig. 7 (e.g.,
parts of New England), visitors are utilizing local and regional PPLs, but there is
large variability in the distance visitor are willing to travel to their reserved
destination and larger distances traveled in general.
Geospatial demand can also be examined from the supply side by looking at
enriched reservation attributes summarized by U.S. PPL destination. Figure 8
explores the distribution of total reservation count at federally managed PPL
destinations across the U.S. In general, west of the front range of the Rocky
Mountains is typified by an abundance of PPLs, many of which have relatively
low total reservation counts. Relatively higher total reservation counts can be found
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Fig. 7 Difference between the 25th and 75th travel distance quantiles for U.S. federally managed
destinations by visitor zip code, 2007–2015

Fig. 8 Total reservation counts for U.S. federally managed facilities, 2007–2015

for PPLs in the eastern U.S., particularly for those PPLs that were at the center of
the distance traveled bulls-eyes (Fig. 6) Three unique facilities stand out as having
the greatest number of reservations: Mather Campground, Grand Canyon National
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Park, 336,360 reservations; Upper Pines, Yosemite National Park, 201,174 reservations; and Watchman Campground, Zion National Park Service, 182,201
reservations.
While the previous national maps provide an opportunity to explore regional
distribution patterns, PPL managers also can learn about the utilization of specific
facilities within the context of their neighborhood cluster. Figure 9 provides a
comparison of demand for all facilities clustered within the Ashley National Forest
region near the Green River in northeastern Utah. This figure provides a comparison
of the median distance traveled, median lead-time of the reservation, person-nights,
and total reservation count for 16 distinct facilities within the reservation system.
Median travel distances are quite similar across the 16 facilities and range from
191.8 km to 225.7 km. While one facility does make it into the top national median
travel distance quantile, all other facilities in the area fall into the second highest
quantile. This likely means that visitors to this destination region are drawn from
the same origin markets. The median lead-time for reservations is much more
diverse than the travel distance among these facilities, with a high of 360 days
lead-time and a low of 19 days. This diversity indicates the varied demand for these
facilities (i.e. high demand with high lead-time), which could reflect either or both
the attractiveness of the facilities or restricted opportunities (limited availability of
reservations).

Fig. 9 Reservation attributes for 16 facilities within the Ashley National Forest including distance
traveled, lead-time, person-nights, and total reservation count, 2007–2015
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Comparing person-nights, a measure of cumulative human occupancy and
impact, among the facilities can inform managers about relative demand within
the region or for specific facilities. Person-nights for these facilities range from a
low of 4547 to a high of 146,288. The facility with the lowest value may have the
lowest demand or the site itself may require limited use. This facility had the
highest median travel distance for all facilities in the cluster; so, visitors are willing
to travel a longer distance for that facility. This observation along with the low leadtime for this specific facility may be related to settings within the reservation
system. Additional information about the capacity of this facility and its
reservability are necessary to better interpret this geovisualization. Finally, the
total reservation count for the region and individual facilities within the region
can also inform managers of total visitation demand. The range of the total
reservation count for these facilities is from 160 to 7859.
Examining indicators of demand from the PPL perspective (e.g., Fig. 9) can help
support management objectives such as increasing knowledge about managed PPLs
and supporting sustainable development. Within the Ashley National Forest, the
metrics presented indicate that individual facilities have different use load/capacity,
as four of the five facilities with highest reservation lead-times (most popular) have
the lowest number of reservations (limited or restricted number of opportunities),
which creates a high demand. This distribution of demand among facilities could
also provide managers knowledge with which they can inform potential visitors of
alternative options available or change availability in the reservation system to
more equitably distribute use (spatial and temporal) among the facilities within the
region.

5 The Past, Present & Future of U.S. Federally Managed
PPL Reservation Data
In 1998 the Recreation Information Database (RIDB) was created to provide a
web-based resources for citizens interested in accessing supply-side data including
recreation area and facility data (Recreation Information Database—RIDB, 2016).
In 2006, the newly created Recreation One Stop program integrated RIDB data into
an inter-agency recreation reservation website (www.recreation.gov) in an effort to
provide visitors a more comprehensive resource. At that time, the RIDB data was
still available to third parties, but it lacked site-specific details that were included in
the website Recreation.gov. In 2014, the RIDB implemented an XML feed from
Recreation.gov to pull in all site-level data as a way to provide a more complete
supply-side recreation data set.
With passage of the Digital Accountability and Transparency Act of 2014
(DATA Act), there are now legal requirements to provide open data and many
federal agencies are working to overcome the challenges associated with sharing
data (Panel Discussion on Changing the Culture for Open Data, 2015). In 2015,
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RIDB developed and deployed an application programming interface (API) to
provide data in additional formats (e.g., JSON & CSV) as well as ways to filter or
subset recreation supply side data by specific state, activity or organization (Recreation Information Database—RIDB, 2016). On February 10th, 2016 at the
requests of NCSU researchers, access to historical reservation data was added to
RIDB website as downloadable annual CSV files (2007–2015). Recreation One
Stop program staff aim to have the historical data available through the API shortly
(personal communication DeLappe, 2016). Providing access to this historical data
in open, machine-readable formats, in compliance with President Obama’s executive order, is a great example of how government programs can overcome the legal,
technological, and cultural barriers that sometimes limit adoption of open data
standards.
The geospatial analytics and geovisualization techniques presented in this chapter are one approach for transforming flat CSV files containing historical reservation data into information that supports management decisions. A more effective
way to achieve this goal and to promote the use of this open data may be to create a
direct link between the reservation system and a historical reservation data warehouse, so that as reservations occur they could automatically be preprocessed,
cleaned, and enriched. Geovisualization then can be accomplished through the
development of web-based mapping application that utilize simple and customizable APIs, such as Google Maps™ API. One large benefit of utilizing APIs and
supporting data infrastructure (e.g., data warehouses and data cubes) for
web-mapping application development is that users are provided with accurate
real-time data, from which they can extract timey actionable intelligence. These
web-maps could be designed and developed for specific management objectives or
for perspective-visitor travel planning decision support.
From the management perspective, the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Animal, Plant, Health Inspection Service managers have begun using reservation data
to geovisualize the origins of visitors who camp at specific facilities, so that they
can track infected firewood dispersion (personal communication DeLappe, 2016).
This is just one example of how the geospatial component of reservation data can be
used to help managers provide better overall experiences to visitors. Further,
historical reservation data can provide decision support knowledge relevant to
complex PPL ecosystems that need to be carefully managed with regard to decisions about invasive species, climate change, and development around and within
these sites as well as other management issues. For these reasons, agencies tasked
with controlling invasive species or the spread of plant and tree diseases, would
greatly benefit from the real-time information offered by web-maps.
While this chapter has focused primarily on geospatially examining historical
recreational tourism reservation data for improved decision support by managers, it
also should be mentioned that allowing the public easy access to historical usage
geovisualizations could help support perspective-visitors as they plan travel. In an
effort to bring our nation’s PPLs closer to the people, to which they collectively
belong, the Recreation One Stop program held a developers summit on April
11–12, 2015. The invitation outlined the benefits of bringing “wild areas” within
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closer reach of the people including improved public health and stress reduction
resulting from exercise and time spend outdoors, increased awareness of man’s
impact on nature and general ecological principles, and increased connections
between more citizens and our country’s diverse history (myAmerica Developer
Summit, 2015).
Among the summit sessions, several could have utilized the geospatial aspects of
the historical reservation data. For example, one session described using Census
Data to discover communities of interest related to the Every Kid in a Park. These
discovered communities could be refined further by eliminating communities that
are well represented in the historical reservation record. Another session yielded a
prototype that allowed prospective visitors to access spatiotemporal historical
reservation data for the Grand Canyon to assist in trip planning, and specifically
for identifying the most historically crowded times. This prototype could be
extended to allow potential visitors to compare PPLs within desired destination
regions or over different date ranges. Prospective visitors could then consider
visitation rates as they decide when and where to visit, which could ultimately
lead to improved visitor experiences and hopefully a new generation of PPL
enthusiasts.

6 Conclusions
Data analytics is booming across domains, industries and data platforms. In the
travel and tourism domain, analysis is largely focused on measuring and capturing
the tourism experience. To this end, the geospatial component of visitor experience
is captured with increasing detail about demand populations (e.g., geo-tagged
tweets, Facebook posts, etc.). Increased use of Internet reservation sites has produced large amounts of geospatial data that potentially hold a wealth of information
about historic usage, which can be used to the benefit of tourism destinations. The
private sector is using these transactional records to generate performance metrics,
many of which are highly geospatial such as origin shares within a destination,
relative return on marketing effort or geodemographic customer profiling. PPLs can
also gain a better understanding of visitors through geospatial examination of
metrics such as booking rates, stay durations, lead-times and the number in the
party. This information is useful for PPL managers who are tasked with balancing
the needs as well as the impact of visitors.
Knowledge discovery from geographic data that is collected without end, such
as from a PPL reservation system, is nontrivial and requires distinctive consideration and techniques (Miller & Han, 2009). The inductive approach of mining
enriched PPL reservation data sets described in this chapter can serve as a guide for
creating historical usage knowledge. To maximize the inductive data mining
approach and increase the opportunity of finding relationships, PPL reservation
data sets should be enriched from attributes within the data set as well as from
relevant external data. Geovisualizations of these mined and enriched data can be
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an effective means of communication and can deliver insights that might otherwise
be lost, as they can present new and unexpected patterns, trends and relationships.
These insights can lead to improved management decision support.
Globally, any agency tasked with tourism and resource management at any level
of government (i.e. Federal, State, Province, Prefecture, County, etc.) can use this
approach to examine patterns and trends within the empirical evidence created
though reservation booking. Researchers supporting effective recreational tourism
management also can use this approach to modify or formulate new hypotheses,
which can in turn help modify existing theoretical frameworks related to tourism
and recreation. Specifically, knowledge gained from PPL reservation data can help
generate new theories related to distance decay, origin markets, or set choice. These
theoretical constructs support more robust data analytics practices such as market
segmentation and predictive modeling.
Comprehensively exploring the spatiotemporal aspects of PPL reservation data
through geovisualizations can help managers learn about visitor usage. For example, exploring the geospatial demand distribution for groups of facilities within a
destination region can help mangers better distribute use among facilities. Further,
identifying communities that historically underutilized recreational opportunities at
PPLs is the first step necessary in engaging those communities to increase participation. If the data is enriched by visitor origin geography, socioeconomic and
geographic challenges that prevent citizens from accessing public lands can be
identified. These insights into the spatiotemporal patterns of visitor demand from
both the facility and visitor origins perspectives can help managers improve and
promote visitor experiences for different segments of the population. These insights
could help drive new planning and break down the inequities facing socially and
economically underserved communities.
Unlike other countries, the number of visits to PPLs in the U.S. and Japan is
decreasing (Balmford et al., 2009). Through geospatial segmentation and community profiling, this trend can be examined across different segments of the population. To support this and various other forms of geospatial analytics within the
research community, we aim to publish a data set that includes the complete set of
enrichments described in Sect. 2.3 for the U.S. Federal PPL data presented in this
chapter. Hopefully providing access to a free cleaned data product will allow other
research teams or PPL managers to explore different aspects of this historical record
through the creation of geovisualizations, web-maps, models and forecasts. Ideally,
this data will be used in support of making open spaces, parks, and public lands
easier to reach and explore, so that more citizens can be part of the benefits that
these lands afford society (myAmerica Developer Summit, 2015). Finally,
web-maps that support visitation planning can help engage citizens and create our
next generation of PPL visitors, supporters and advocates.
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